ABSTRACT. An r.e. degree a:/= 0,0 1 is called strongly noncappable if it has no inf with any incomparable r.e.
In a partial order, x I y denotes that x and y are incomparable. The logical connectives ((and" and "or') will be denoted by A and V, respectively. We allow as an additional quantifier (in the meta.language) (3ocix) to denote that the set of such xis infinite. {e} (or \Oe) and W, ({e}X (or if>~) and W,x) denote the eth partial recursive function and its domain (with oracle X) under some fixed standard numbering. :::;:T denotes Turing reducibility, and =T the induced equivalence relation. The use of a computation 4); (x) (denoted by u(X; e, x)) is 1 plus the largest n u1n her from oracle X used in the co1nputation if if?; (x) !; and 0 otherwise (likewise for u (X; e, x, s ) ) the use at stage s). Sets) functionals, and parameters are often vie\ved as being in a state of for1nation, so, \vhen describing a construction, we may write A (instead of the full Lachlan notation As, A[s) (w, 0, ... ) , namely, \O(:i:) = l<J"l-1 (so changing X at \O (:i:) will change q>X ( x)). Parameters, once assigned a value, retain this value until reassigned.
Strategies are identified with strings on the tree corresponding to their guess about the outcomes of higher-priority strategies and are viewed as finite automata described in flow charts. In these flow charts, states are denoted by circles, instructions to be executed by rectangles, and decisions to be made by diamonds. To initialize a strategy means to put it in to state init and to set its restraint to zero. A strategy is initialized at stage 0 and whenever specified later. At a stage when a strategy is allowed to act, it will proceed to the next state along the arrows and according to whether the statements in the diamonds are true (y) or false (n). Along the way, it will execute the instructions. Half~circles denote points in the diagram where a strategy starts from through the action of another strategy. Sometimes, parts of a flow chart are shared 1 the arrows are then labeled i and ii. The strategy control decides which strategy can act when. For some further background on 0 111 ·priority arguments, we refer to Soare ([Sota] :,.e,i <I>c ;::; -e u.
Diagram 1.
------Be ill;
Sets and functionals used An1 hos-Spies {AS84] showed the existence of various low s.n.c. degrees. We will sho,v:
THEOREM. There is a high strongly noncappable degree.
PROOF: Actually, we will prove, similarly to Ambos-Spies, a slightly stronger result, na1nely, we will construct a high r.e. degree a f:. O' such that in the r.e. degrees,
(This implies (1) by letting u :' > v also.)
2. The Requirements. We will build a high r.e. set A of s.n.c. degree by satisfying the following three requirements:
To ensure that A is high we let J be an r.e. set which in the limit codes 0" as follows:
Then the usual thickness requirements will suffice to make A high:
To make A incomplete we require for all e:
where K = 0' (although we could in this construction replace K by any nonrecursive r.e. set W). Our basic strategy for J/e will be the Sacks preservation strategy, using a typical tree argument to deal with infinite injury from the P-strategies but a new coding strategy for such injury from the S-strategies as explained below.
To ensure (2) for st1·ong noncappability 1 we stipulate that for all e, 
where { i!i, }iEw is an enumeration of all functionals \Ii (given by the opponent).
For the sake of/?" we will build functionals E>" 3, such that 
ee,i • The Re and Se,i will correspond to actual strategies.
The strategies for satisfying the requirements will be arranged on nodes of a tree. Each strategy will be responsible for one requirement of type )./, P, R, or S and will from now on be called J./-, P-, R-, or $-strategy. (We will suppress indices whenever they are clear from the context.)
3. Making A S.N.C. and Incomplete. In order to be able to restrain U through A, we will require that (11) 
, and we will therefore not mention Se any more. However, Ve and Be are used by many strategies on the cone below the Re-strategy.
Therefore, in our infinite injury setting, direct permitting requires that the strategy responsible for building a. (i.e., the R.-strategy) allow a strategy below on the tree to act immediately if the latter wants to put a number into Be and thus needs a Ve~change to correct Be. A version of the functional 8e will be built explicitly by each R,,-strategy as the length of agreement between U and w: increases. Notice thus that an R-strategy only builds a functional, but does not enumerate numbers into any set or impose any restraint.
Its outcomes are q;A 7" U (called 1, in which case 0 will be finite), and (a guess that) i!>A = U (called 0, in which case it has to ensure that eA is total and eA = B).
An Se,i-strategy {3, which will only ever act if it is below the outcome 0 of an Re-strategy on the tree, will mainly try to "code V, into A" by gradually building r,,; and putting ·1e,1(x) into A whenever r~1 (x) t t V,(x) (to ensure the correctness of r,,i). If V, = K then this would make A complete and thus injure one of the J./-strategies below, say, "I;::) (3. So the key to the whole construction is the feature that the .!/-strategy 7 helps the S,,;-strategy (3 prove B, t wf· and then immediately shuts (3 off. The outcomes of the S,,;-strategy (3 are again 0 (infinite action) and 1 (finite action).
No'v consider an .Afemstrategy 7, and assume it is on the true path and thus has to satisfy its requirement.
The strategies to the left of '1 only have finite effect; "I will put up restraint against the strategies to the right of and below "I· So the only strategies dangerous to I lie above it on the tree, and they are either
Pe' or S-strategies. The former are no problem since "I knows theh· outco1ne (either Al 2 e'] =* wl 2 e'] or
Ai 2 e'J =' 0). For each $-strategy (3 c '1 for which 7 guesses that (3 puts infinitely many numbers into A, 7 will try to take over (J's responsibility and to put up a candidate x for B(x) 7' Wu (x).
If I succeeds in finding a suitable candidate, there are two possibilities: Either V will change and allow
has been satisfied by 7, therefore (3 can be shut off and has finite outcome. So 7 is not on the true path after all, and its restraint will have the same priority as if it were imposed by fJ (since no e 2 fJ~( 0) will act ever again unless (3 is initialized). The other possibility is that V does not change, which constitutes
The strategy "f may have to act even when it is not its turn since it needs to redefine a functional of much higher priority. Thus/ might injure higher-priority strategies which have increased their restraint since I acted last. Therefore, whenever some JI-strategy 1' changes states (while it is its turn), the strategy control will initialize all strategies e > 7 1 to prevent them from injuring 7
1
• This is compatible witl1 the rest of the construction since each JI-strategy "f on or to the left of the true path will act only finitely often.
On the other hand, if 7 fails to find a suitable candidate, then (3 has to make A total and ensure that 4. The Full Construction. We will first describe the tree of strategies and then give the full module for each type of strategy (in a flow chart) and explain the strategy control to see how the strategies interact. All JI-strategies "I 2 c>~( 0) (where °' is a fixed R,-strategy} also help each S,,;-strategy (3 with c>~( 0) ,;;
fi C 1 build its part of the set Be, so each "f is effectively assigned an infinite recursive subset E~ such that for fixed °', At each stages, we will build substage by substage the approximation 6, =max{ e I E acts at stage s} to the true path f E [TJ (where J6,J ~ s). We says is a €-stage (s E 8°) iff E <::; 6,. In the construction below, each strategy that acts at substage t of stage s will decide which strategy will act at substage t + 1 (or whether we should go on to stage s + 1, e.g., when t = s). 0 will always be the strategy to act at substage 0. (When an R-or an S-strategy E lets an J./-strategy '1 below it act first, then the action of '1 will not count towards the definition of 8 8 or as a separate substage.) Any strategy € >L 6 8 will be initialized as soon as 6, has been defined far enough (i.e., at the least substage t at which 6t[s) <L E).
The P-strategies are the easiest to describe. They ensure that A is high. Recall that the r.e. set J codes 0 11 in the limit on the even rows. Then a Pe-strategy ~ acts as described in Diagram 2.
The strategy to play next will be >~( 0) if A~2'1 of A\ 2 '1 where t =max{ t' < s J t' E S'}, and >~ ( 1) otherwise.
Each Re-strategy a is responsible for building its version of the functional ee, and it is the node where the construction of its version of the r.e. set Be originates on the tree. Then a proceeds as described in
let leftmost such / act n is ready to special-act for some $,,;-strategy f3
for least such x:
Diagram 3. The R-strategy An N-strategy "f 2 a~( 0) is ready to special-act if:
(i) "f has put up a candidate "(k) for an S,,;-strategy f3(k) 2 a~( 0) at a previous stage so;
(ii) I has not been initialized since stage so;
(iii) no element entered A ~ (r,, ('y) + 1) since stage s 0 , but V(k) ~ "(k) has changed since stage so; and (iv) no candidate for any f3(;) with i ~ k has been permitted since "f was initialized for the last time.
In this case, "f goes to spactk and on to the next state and gets a permitted candidate "(k) for f3(k) through its special action (until 1 is initialized if ever).
The strategy control will end the current stage if a lets some }/-strategy special-act. Otherwise, the next strategy to act will be a~( 0) if a just (re)defined eA (x) for some x, else it will be a~( 1 ).
An S,,;-strategy f3 will only ever act if a~( 0) s:; f3 for the !<,-strategy a c {3. In this case, it will try to code Ve into A by building its version of r e,i to show r:,i =Ve unless some JI-strategy below it helps it to satisfy Se,i in some other way. Therefore, f3 can be delayed in its action in various ways by JI-strategies
below. An $,,;-strategy will th us act as described in Diagram 4.
Here n(x) is the least y E Dp -A such that y ~previous values of "f(x) and greater than "f(X -1), O(x), and r'.
An N-strategy "f 2 {3~( 0) performs infury action by going to injk (where f3 = f3(k)) and on to the next state.
Roughly speaking, "fd is the strategy that caused delay #3 the last time f3 could act. (We agree that "f ~ "f<l is satisfied vacuously if "fd is undefined.) Its role is to eventually stop f3 if some N-strategy below cannot find a candidate for {3. Before 1 can delay /3, however, it has to be injured at least once (by the definition of Cµ). We need Cµ in Lemma 2 since for any s, Cp[s] is finite and thus well-ordered, whereas u.Ew Gp[s] may not be well-ordered.
The next strategy to act will be {3~( 0) if f3 (re)defined rA (x) for some x, else it will be {3~( 1 ).
(It is worthwhile to intuitively distinguish the different delays for f3 here: Delay #1 is immediate and permanent and corresponds to the fact that B =f iJ!U. Delay #2 is always temporary, the N -strategy below changes states, and then (3 resumes its action. Delay #3 is permanent again, but \Vill only be activated eventually, corresponding to the outcome that A ~T U. If f3 is on the true path f and makes its r total, then each N -strategy "f with f3 C "f c f will eventually no longer be injured by fl since "f's candidate protects "f against {3.)
Finally, we will describe the most complicated of all strategies, the N-strategy. Recall that an Nstrategy "f is trying to restrain A in order to ensure { e }A =f K. Towards the strategies e > "f, "f will use the usual Sacks preservation strategy; "/ will have a guess about the P-strategies ~ C "Ii against the The other parameters are defined as follows: We call a computation {e}A(x) L '¥-correct iff {16) (Ve'< J~J)(\lz E wl (Intuitively, an _,\/,-strategy tries to protect one by one the length of agreement of K = {e}A against stronger S-strategies. Once it is in state getcandk and th us has a per1nitted candidate for one of them, it assumes that it is to the left of the true patl1 and will no longer protect longer lengths of agreement.)
5. The Verification. Let 6, be the string of strategies that act at stage s {except for special action and injury action by the .N'-strategies). Let f = liminf, 6, be the true path on the tree T. Th us, "/ is initialized after stage s 0 only if some $-strategy fi(J) (as defined for 7) with fi(J) ~( 0) ~ "/ lets 7 perform injury action. Since no JJ-strategies 1' <L 7 ever act after stage so, none of these will start delaying any $-strategies fi(J) (as defined for 7) after stage so more than once (i.e., after they entered Cpw); but fi(JJ~(O) cf, and therefore eventually, say, after stage s 1 <' : s 0 , none of these will ever delay any $-strategy fi(J)· So after stage s1, for all j = 1, 2, .. ., m, we have that 7!fl <' : "/· Thus after stage s1, once/ E GpU>, "f can delay fi(i) until it has a candidate against it. "/will therefore eventually no longer be injured. (Recall that "/ knows which elements will be put into A by ?-strategies > C "/ after stage so.) But then as in the usual Sacks preservation strategy, K = {e}A would imply that K is recursive, so lim 8 f.. < (X) exists and "I will eventually stop acting and be in state waitl forever (waiting for l to increase). Since U = <I>A and B = wu and r and r 1 settle down, this is an infinite U-recuTsive set, but then C = C n { y I cA(Y) > ¢(y)} has to be finite, or else the JI-strategy "f would find a candidate eventually.
Since 1/J is total, we have that 1/1 :ST U, and ' ljJ dominates CA on the set 6. Therefore, A is recursive in U.
This concludes the proof of the theorem. I
